Abstract. Systems Engineering (SE) training is increasing in academic curriculum to satisfy the growing need for engineers aware of systems perspective. This training of a systems perspective is achieved by the formalization of selected best practices into a mature corpus with the expected objective to make SE a recognized engineering discipline for any specific curriculum. However, one major training difficulty is to infuse multi-disciplinary views of a system as a whole, beyond teaching the related standardized engineering processes. Our training practice leads us to formalize the specification process as one basic driver to rationally guide both teaching and learning SE basics.
Introduction
There is a growing interest to make Systems Engineering (SE) [Haskins et al. 2011] , the discipline of engineering a system as a whole [Von Bertalanffy, 1968] . has convinced us that yes indeed, it is important for students to first understand how SE basic precepts are structured prior to teaching SE processes.
In this paper, we prescribe that the specification rationale based on Jackson's works [Jackson, 1997] is a key artifact for teaching in order to understand the concurrent interactions between the SE pivotal domain and the system-of-interest domain as well as the concurrent specialist engineering domains (Fig. 1) .
Fig. 1
Collaborative specification process applied to SE training [Bouffaron et al. 2012] . Teachers are in charge of the specification between System-of-interest and Systems Engineering domains. Students are in charge of the specification between Systems Engineering and specialist engineering domains.
Note that this specification rationale relies to system requirements as well as to functional and physical architecture requirements. Some specification facts are logically formalized using Object Role Modeling 5 in order to associate the 
